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Unit 5 Estimation with Confidence Intervals
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Unit 5 Estimation with Confidence Intervals Where we are going: 1. Learn to estimate population mean, variance, and proportion based on a single sample 2. Assess the reliability of an estimate



Problem of making inferences „



k randomlyy selected samples p Population parameters: μ, σ, σ2, θ (proportion) n1



Sa p e 1: Sample x-bar, s, s2, p



n2



Sample 2: x-bar, s, s2, p



nk



……………
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Problem of making inferences „



Sampling distributions when the population is normally di t ib t d ((μ,σ)) distributed ‰



For a random variable



1 n 1 n 2 x = ∑ xi ; s = ∑ ( xi − x ) 2 n i =1 n i =1 ‰



Sampling distribution for the mean x−μ n ~ N (0,1)



σ



‰



Sampling distribution for the variance



(n-1 ) ‰



s2



σ2



~χ



2 n−1



when μ is unknown and n



Sampling S p gd distribution b o for o the p proportion opo o p −θ ~ N ( 0 ,1) p (1 − p ) n



s2



σ2
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Confidence interval for the population mean „



Example ‰



Suppose a large bank wants to estimate the average amount of money owed by a category of its debtors: commercial firms. To accomplish li h this hi objective, bj i the h b bank k plans l to randomly d l sample l 100 of its commercial-firm accounts and to use the sample mean to estimate the mean for all commercial enterprise accounts. K Knowing i that th t th the sample l mean represents t a point i t estimator ti t (or ( an estimate) of the population mean. How can we estimate the population mean and assess the accuracy of this point estimator?
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Confidence interval for the population mean „



Definition ‰



‰



„



Confidence interval: is a formula that tells us how to use sample data to calculate an interval that encloses a population parameter. Confidence coefficient: is the probability that a random interval contains the population parameter. Confidence level = confidence coefficient expressed in %.



Estimation of population mean (large sample)
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Confidence interval for the population mean „



Usual confidence level



„



Example 1 ‰



Unoccupied seats on flights cause airlines to lose revenues. Suppose a large airline wants to estimate its average number of unoccupied seats per flight over the past year. A sample of 225 flights is randomly selected, and the number of unoccupied seats is noted for each of the sampled flights. The sample mean (x (x-bar) bar) and standard deviation (s) are respectively 11.6 11 6 seats and 4.1 seats. Estimate μ, the average number of unoccupied seats per flight during the past year, using a 90% confidence interval.
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Confidence interval for the population mean „



Estimation of population mean (small sample)



-Sampled population is only approximately normal -Sample SD is a poor approximation of the population SD
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Confidence interval for the population mean „ „



Estimation of population mean (small sample) Example 2 ‰



A manufacturer of printers for personal computers wishes to estimate the mean number of characters printed before the printhead fails. To this end, the manufacture chooses a random sample of 15 printheads and records the number of characters printed until failure for each. These 15 measurements (in millions of characters) are listed in the following table:



Find the 99% confidence interval for the mean number of characters printed before the p p printhead fails. Interpret p the results. Duc K. Nguyen - Fall semester 2007
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Confidence interval for the population variance „



Estimation of population variance



„



Example 3 ‰



Reconsider example 2 and form a 99% confidence interval for the variance of the number of characters printed before printheads fail. Recall that n=15, x-bar=1.239, s=0.193.
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Confidence interval for the population proportion „



Estimation of population proportion



„



Example 4 ‰



A food-products company conducted a market study by randomly sampling and interviewing 1,000 1 000 consumers to determine which brand of breakfast cereal they prefer. Suppose 313 consumers were found to prefer the company’s brand. How would you estimate the true fraction of all consumers who prefer the company’s brand at 95% confidence level? Duc K. Nguyen - Fall semester 2007
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Determination of sample size „



When estimating the population mean



„



When estimating the population proportion
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